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read that the word 'Vevolutionary 'Was used, The witness said 

or suggested he might explain the word "revolutionary"in that 

second statement, I have not the statement in my mind now..

WITNESS; Yes,

Mr. lîAZEN: I would like him to explain that •

WITNESS : There were some quotations given.

By Mr. SLAGHT: Q,. Explain it, if you like, Explain 

Illegal • Explain anything you like, so far as I am concerne d..

A. I am very glad to do that, I have explained that jin 

so far as we were concerned, we had not advocated force and 

violence. I have already explained under what circumstances 

force and violence would ’oe justified » Now the matter comes 

up in reference to legal and illegal activities. I can only 

reiterate by saying that the only alternative an organization 

that is declared illegal"by law. ~r rutherfcwo alternatives 

present themselves to such an organization; either to disband 

and cease .all activity or else, if it feels that it war decleT,ed 

illegal unjustifiably, that los policies are such that are 

in the interests of the country, to continue the work- with 

all the limitations, with all the difficulties involved and 

possibly all of the consequences, Such activity certainly 

is, from the point of view of tne law — I am not a lawyer, 

but I can understand this s a laymar... that from the point 

of view of the law it is illegal activity. It could be no 

other. Any work done by such an organization or those that 

continue to be members in that organization during the period 

when that organization is declared illegal, is illegal 

activl ty.:

Mr « COHEN : What is needed is that you relieve the 

feeling that is in Mr. Slaght* s mind• There is an inter

relationship, in his mind, between what you said about


